
 Flowers and their Pollination Partners

 3.  Huge amounts of pollen are exposed on dangling surfaces.  No colorful petals!  
(Hints: These flowers have not evolved to attract the eyes of animals - 
and petals would just be in the way...)

2. Red, pink, orange, or yellow blossoms actually composed of several different 
kinds of smaller flowers clumped together.  The  blossom (such as that of a 
Black-eyed Susan) might include a center of tiny disk flowers rich with nectar 
and pollen.  These could be surrounded by long, colorful ray flowers that act as 
advertising banners.  The ray flowers radiate out from the center - like sunlight 
from the sun.  Such blooms typically possess little scent but their densely packed 
centers serve as strong landing pads for visiting pollinators.  The family name for 
these plants is Asteraceae (from the Latin word for stars).

1.  Brilliant red, pink, or orange flowers drooping down from arching stems.  
These blossoms have plenty of sweet nectar stored in long, deep, spur-like tubes.  
They have almost no fragrance, yet their bright colors make them easy to find. 

4.  The centers of these flowers are often encircled by big, tough whitish 
petals.  They’re not very fragrant, however they do have lots of pollen  
obviously displayed in their large bowl-like middles.  The insects who 
pollinate these blooms are rather greedy and ineffective as compared to 
highly specialized pollinators such as bees.

6.  Complicated, sweetly fragrant, bluish flowers are favorites, but other 
colors serve too - including white, yellow, and ultraviolet (which is 
invisible to us humans).  Sometimes the pollen and nectar supplies are 
hidden inside strong protective, bonnet-like petals.  The petals may also 
be marked with distinctly colored nectar guides.

5.  These blooms have a very sweet and strong scent and often open 
only at night.  They feature white or other light colored blossoms 
with deep nectar tubes well suited for hovering pollinators.  

7.  These small, whitish flowers have nectar and pollen supplies that 
are easily accessible to small insects with short, sponge like mouth 
parts.  Often, they have scents that are unpleasant to people.

Learning about “Form Following Function,” Symbiosis, and Coevolution

 Word Bank:  Bumble Bee, Butterfly, Wind, Moth, Flies, Beetles, Hummingbirds

Please draw a picture of each flower type (or cut out and paste on a photograph of a flower that exemplifies 
each general form).  Next, write the name and / or draw a pollinator with whom this flower might have 
coevolved.  Check the Word Bank for clues ~
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